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Abstract—The understanding of the thermal phenomena in
an Electrical Machine is significant because it influences the
performances of the machine and its lifetime. In the context
of Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV) sizing, it also impacts the
performances of the entire vehicle. The paper describes the
building of a robust thermal circuit model dedicated to water-
cooled electrical machines as those used in HEV. A finite element
analysis is used to set the thermal parameters of a lumped
parameter network. The sensitivity of the thermal parameters
is analysed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, transportation is one of the main sources of
greenhouse gas emissions [1] and pollutants. Hybrid electric
vehicles (HEV) are a serious alternative to reduce the emis-
sions of the conventional vehicles. Energy recovery at braking
can indeed save up to 30% fuel on an urban drive.

However, HEV are complex systems because the component
sizing, the energy management and the driving cycle are
strongly linked [2]. For instance it is difficult to size the
electrical machine (EM) separately because its own operating
cycle depends on the other component sizing and on the energy
management. The EM operating cycle has to be predetermined
from the vehicle cycle with considerations on the management
of the system. Besides, the characteristics of the components
may influence the energy management. For example it can be
adapted to the best efficiency area of the EM.

The approach used in the paper considers the entire system
with these interactions. As shown in Fig. 1, the paper focuses
on the parallel hybrid architecture of HEV. A global optimiza-
tion process [3] is used to minimize the fuel consumption of
the vehicle over a driving cycle. A specific electromagnetic
model of the EM is used to size precisely the machine.

The study of the EM in an HEV context is very particular.
Indeed the volume of the EM is constrained, and it has often
to be cooled by external and internal ways.
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Fig. 1. Hybrid parallel architecture.

The EM is a main component of the architecture, and its
thermal behaviour influences its lifetime, its efficiency, its
performances (e.g. the maximal torque) and consequently the
performances of the entire vehicle.

A better understanding of the thermal exchanges in the ma-
chine will ensure better performances. Indeed, the overheating
of the copper insulation is the main cause of EM failures [4].
So, the knowledge of the temperature in critical areas such
as the windings and the magnets is important to manage the
sizing.

The paper focuses on the development of a thermal model
of the EM. First, the thermal analysis problem is introduced.
Then, a 3D finite element model is chosen as a reference
to build a fast and accurate lumped parameter network. A
particular attention is paid to the exchanges around the end-
windings. A first sensitivity analysis of the model and its
integration in the global optimization process of the HEV are
finally introduced.

II. ELECTRICAL MACHINE THERMAL MODELLING

A. Presentation of the electrical machine

The studied EM is a permanent magnet synchronous ma-
chine [5], which is commonly used in HEV. Its cooling is
ensured by:

• an adjustable water/glycol flow through the casing;
• an internal cooling oil, which is splattered on the end-

windings area.
Copper losses and stator iron losses are the main heat

sources in the EM. Rotor losses are much lower and are



subsequently neglected. The heat is dissipated through the
machine by different ways:

• conduction;
• convection;
• radiation.

Radiations are neglected as the EM has a forced cooling
system [6].

The thermal model built in Section III is based on the
geometry of a reference EM which is studied in [7]. Useful
data on its thermal behaviour are available in [5].

B. Difficult aspects of electrical machine thermal analysis

The thermal study of EM is quite difficult because the
thermal exchanges are linked to:

• the EM geometry;
• the multiplicity of the used materials;
• the manufacturing process (e.g. contact between materi-

als).
As heat is dissipated in 3D, the modelling is more difficult.
The exchanges through the massive materials are quite easy to
understand, but other areas are much more complex [6][8][9]:

• the interface gaps between materials and cooling (e.g.
between the end-windings and the cooling oil);

• the interface gaps between materials;
• non-homogeneous areas like windings;
• the air gap.

Measurement on the EM are often the best solution to assign
the thermal parameters representing these complex areas:
equivalent conduction coefficients, heat-transfer coefficients,
etc. However they are not always feasible. Hence, this work is
based on the results of [5] and the presented numerical model.

The paper aims to present a robust thermal model, comput-
ing temperatures on critical areas such as the windings. The
model has to depend on the geometry of the EM, and to be
fast enough to be used during an optimization process. An
overview of the modelling approaches is following.

C. State of the art of electrical machine thermal modelling

There are two main modelling approaches for the thermal
behaviour of the EM:

• Lumped parameter thermal networks (LPTN): Thermal
exchanges are represented by an equivalent thermal-
electrical circuit. Therefore, the calculation of the tem-
peratures is really fast. However, a strong knowledge of
the thermal paths through the machine is necessary to
build a precise equivalent circuit;

• Numerical approaches: These methods compute local
phenomena as the temperature gradient. However, the
solving is time-consuming. Two kinds of tools exist:

– Finite element analysis (FEA): it is well adapted
to the calculation into solid areas of the machine
(conduction). The most important limitation is the
definition of the convection boundaries. Flux [10] is
a software using such an approach;

– Computational fluid dynamics (CFD): it is mainly
used for calculation into fluid areas such as end
spaces (convection). Heat transfer coefficients can
be approximated thanks to such an approach. An
example is presented in [11].

Advantages and drawbacks of each approach are summarized
in Table I. LPTN is the fastest solution but is highly de-

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENT THERMAL APPROACHES

LPTN FEA CFD

speciality conduction convection

accuracy - + ++

calculation duration < second minutes hours

model setup short long long

pendent on the thermal parameters. FEA is very efficient for
the conduction modelling, in particular in non-homogeneous
areas, but depends on the same critical parameters as LPTN.
Finally, CFD is the most effective approach for the convection
modelling in complex areas but at a very high setup and
computation cost.

It is obvious that FEA and CFD are not adapted to be
used during an optimization process which is already time-
consuming. However, these fine models are appropriated dur-
ing pre- and post-processing. For instance, FEA can be used to
understand the thermal exchanges and to build a robust LPTN.

III. BUILDING OF A ROBUST THERMAL MODEL

This section describes the process to build a parametrized
thermal model that is used during the HEV global optimiza-
tion. A 3D finite element model is built to understand the
phenomena in the machine. Then, a faster LPTN is adapted
to fit the 3D results. The model has to be robust regarding the
geometrical and the thermal parameters. In this way, a smart
design of the network and a sensitivity analysis on the critical
thermal coefficients have to be considered.

A. Approach and hypothesis

A steady state approach is chosen. In fact, if the maximal
temperature constraint is respected at steady state for a given
machine control, it will also be respected during a transient
operation of the driving cycle, for the same control. Table II
presents the maximum permissible temperatures for the critical
areas in the machine. These constraints were collected from
[5]. The VACODYM 688 TP [12] was chosen as a reference
permanent magnet.

FEA suits well to understand the conduction phenomena in
the EM. However, the main difficulties are still the cooling
exchanges which are located around the end-windings. The
challenge is to represent these complex exchanges using finite
elements.

Flux 3D allows to represent convection only as a boundary
condition. For internal exchanges (cooling oil), an equivalent
conduction representation is used to describe the end space



TABLE II
THERMAL CONSTRAINTS IN THE EM

Area Maximum temperature [°C]

winding 170

cooling oil 158

permanent magnet 220

convection phenomena. It is composed of a thin layer with an
equivalent conductivity λeq at the interface, and a high con-
ductivity area in the cavity space (λoil). The two parameters
are chosen according (1) and (2).

λeq = h× Eeq (1)

λoil = 1000 W ·m−1 · °C−1 (2)

h is the heat transfer coefficient between the end-winding
and the cooling oil and Eeq the thickness of the thin layer.
The value of λoil is arbitrary chosen to represent the thermal
homogeneity of the cooling oil, due to its continuous motion.
This equivalent representation was validated in Flux 3D by
comparisons with a model considering the end-winding cooled
by convection (boundary condition). Similar results on the heat
paths and the temperatures were found.

B. Building of the finite element model and analysis

The software tool Flux [10] is used to build the finite
element model. The steady state thermal application is used
to understand the thermal exchanges. A view of the geometry
(without the casing) is presented by Fig. 2. End windings are
represented by a massive volume (in yellow on Fig. 2). The

Fig. 2. EM geometry used for the FEA (Flux).

main data concerning the building of the model are presented
in Table III.

The losses injected in the machine are also presented in
Table III. Copper and iron losses are deduced thanks to the
magnetic circuit model of the EM which is presented in [3].
These values are obtained at a reference working point : 180
N ·m @ 960 rpm which is similar to that used in [5].

TABLE III
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

Characteristics Ref.

Volumes λ : [W ·m−1 · °C−1]

permanent magnets λPM = 47.3 [5]

casing aluminium / λcas = 52

slot (axial) copper / λslax = 394

slot (radial) copper & insulation / λslrad = 4.7 [13]

end-winding copper & insulation / λend = 4.7

air gap oil/air / Couette flow / λgap = 10 [5]

stator & rotor (axial) iron / λax = 5.21 [5]

stator & rotor (radial) iron / λrad = 51.9 [5]

Surfaces h : [W ·m−2 · °C−1] & E : [m]

stator/casing contact λctc = 0.075 / Ectc = 6.10−5 [5][8]

oil equivalent layer λeq = 0.0125 / Eeq = 5.10−4

⇐⇒ hoil = 25 [5]

slot insulation Mylar-type material

λslins = 0.125 / Eslins = 19.10−5 [5][14]

casing forced cooling Tcas = 97°C [5]

casing natural cooling T∞ = 50°C / hcas = 5

Losses P : [W ]

copper losses PCL = 935

iron losses (stator) PIR = 84

Thermal results are shown in Fig. 3. The maximum tem-
perature is about 149°C and is obtained at the end of the end-
winding. Fig. 5 shows complementary results. But the main
result is the understanding of the thermal exchange paths:

• the main path is from the end-windings to the slot and
then to the casing. About 92% of the generated heat is
removed through the stator/casing interface;

• the cooling oil in the cavity helps to limit the end-
windings temperature, but there is no main exchange
through the interface;

• the rotor has a minor impact on the heat transfer.

Fig. 3. EM temperatures obtained (Flux).



C. Building of the LPTN and results

The LPTN is developed in Matlab and is schematically
presented by Fig. 4. The results from FEA are used to represent
the heat paths with the best accuracy. The model operates as
follows:

• losses and geometrical parameters are inputs;
• thermal coefficient and thermal resistances are defined

from the literature or the FEA;
• temperatures on the nodes of the network are outputs.

Fig. 4. Thermal network considered

Fig. 4 is a representation of the axial section of the EM. The
sizes are not strictly respected. The casing is cooled thanks
to water channels whose temperature is externally regulated.
The copper losses (CL) and the iron losses (IL) generate heat
into the machine. The heat paths are represented by equivalent
thermal resistances:

• in dark blue for conduction;
• in light blue for contact;
• in green for convection.

Note that oblique lines represent orthoradial heat exchanges
in the stator (between tooth and slot as instance). The internal
cooling is ensured by an oil/air mixture (oil fog) which is
splattered on the end-windings (yellow).

LPTN is an analogy between thermal and electrical phe-
nomena. As instance, the temperature [°C] is equivalent to the
voltage [V ] and heat flow [W ] is equivalent to the current [A].
Thermal resistances depends on the thermal mode considered
and the sizes of the exchange area. The following equations are
used to compute the thermal resistances of the model, where
E, λ and h remains as defined previously on Section III:

• conduction mode through a parallelepiped, with a section
S [m2];

Rcd,plp =
E

λ× S
(3)

• conduction mode through a cylinder (radial), with an
external radius Rext, an internal radius Rint [m] and an
angle α [rad];

Rcd,cyl =
ln(Rext

Rint
)

α× E × λ
(4)

• convection mode on a surface S [m2];

Rcv =
1

h× S
(5)

An analytical calculation is performed to find the temperature
at each node. In fact, it consists on solving the system of
linear equations deduced from the Kirchoff’s law applied at
each circuit node.

The result is presented by Fig. 5. It shows the temperature
profile inside the machine. The reference results obtained with
FEA are represented in blue. Note that for each EM area, there
is a range of temperature, except for the highest temperature
in the EM located in the end-windings and represented by a
cross. Red circles and cross are the temperatures find thanks
to the LPTN.

The stator and the rotor temperatures fits the FEA mean
results with an error lower than 3%, as well as the oil
temperature (120°C) which is not represented. A comparison
between FEA and the LPTN results on the thermal flow shows
that the thermal paths are respected. The highest difference is
found on the exchange between the slots and the stator with
10% of error. Additional work has to be carried out on the
slot model to improve this result.
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Fig. 5. EM temperature profile. FEA (blue) and LPTN (red) are compared.

IV. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

A sensitivity analysis of the thermal network is used to
check the robustness of the model. Indeed, as shown by
first simulations, some thermal parameters seems to highly
influence the outputs:



• hoil, the heat transfer coefficient between the end-winding
and the cooling oil;

• λctc, the conduction coefficient of the contact between
the stator and the casing;

• λslins, the conduction coefficient of the slot insulation.
As a first analysis, several simulations were performed on

the finite element model. A design of experiments is built on
three factors. Each factor can take several values:

• hoil: 25, 50 or 100 W ·m−2 · °C−1;
• Ectc: 6.10−5 or 12.10−5 m;
• Eslins: 19.10−5 or 50.10−5 m.

The design of experiments enables to study the effect of each
factor and the interaction effect on the temperatures inside the
machine.

Five temperatures are studied: Tmax, Trotor, Toil, Ttooth and
Tslot. Note that Tmax is always found in the end-windings.
A statistical model is built for each of these temperature to
determine if the factors are involved in their variations. Results
are presented by Table IV.

TABLE IV
PROPORTION OF THE TEMPERATURE VARIATION CAUSED BY EACH

FACTOR

Tmax Trotor Toil Ttooth Tslot

hoil
1 59% 17% 8% 13% 15%

Ectc
1 28% 80% 82% 85% 51%

Eslins
1 10% 8% 32%

hoil ∗ Ectc
2 S3 S S S

hoil ∗ Eslins
2 S

For each of the studied temperature, the generalized linear
model explains more than 90% of its variability. Table IV
shows that Ectc and hoil has to be chosen with precision
because their variations are the main causes of the temperature
variations. In particular, hoil explains 59% of the variations of
Tmax, which is the main constraint during the optimization
process.

Table V summarizes the maximum temperature variation
observed for each factor and its considered range. The results

TABLE V
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE VARIATION ON THE RANGE OF EACH FACTOR

Tmax Trotor Toil Ttooth Tslot

hoil -15°C -5°C -2°C -4°C -6°C

Ectc +7°C +8°C +6°C +10°C +8°C

Eslins +4°C +2°C +7°C

hoil ∗ Ectc -9°C -10°C -13°C -15°C

hoil ∗ Eslins -12°C

show temperature variations up to 15°C in critical areas such

1Single effect only
2Interaction effect
3Significant effect

as the copper windings. It confirms that the choice of those
parameters is a significant work to get a good precision on the
resulting temperatures. This work will be carried on with:

• the addition of a lower value of Ectc, to check the
linearity of its effect;

• the variation of λend, the conduction coefficient in the
end-windings, which is in fact anisotropic.

V. PERSPECTIVES

A variance-based sensitivity analysis is selected to complete
the previous work. The Sobol indices [15] will be used to find
out the influence of every parameter on the temperatures of
the LPTN. Nevertheless, this work may only begin after the
finalisation of the thermal circuit modelling.

Final work will be to include the thermal constraint into the
global optimization process [3] of the HEV. During the EM
operating, the temperatures inside the EM may not exceed
those presented in Table II. The thermal model will be used
during the building of the efficiency map of the EM. Operating
points which lead to an exceed of the maximal temperatures
will not be used by the energy management process.

Finally, results will be analysed to understand the influence
of the thermal constraint on the design and the energy man-
agement of the HEV.

VI. CONCLUSION

In the paper, the building of a thermal model of an EM based
on a circuit equivalent approach is presented. The difficulties
of such a model are explained. The chosen approach includes
the building of a reference FEA to understand the heat paths in
the machine. A fast thermal equivalent circuit is also built to be
used during the global optimization process of an HEV. First
results show that the LPTN fit the temperatures found by the
FEA with less than 3% of error. A first analysis on the finite
element model shows that an uncertainty on several thermal
parameters (hoil and Ectc) leads to important differences on
the temperatures (up to 15°C) in critical areas of the machine.
A variance-based sensitivity analysis is intended to check
the robustness of the LPTN. The integration of the thermal
constraint into the global optimization process of the HEV
will conclude this work.
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